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Please watch the online classes and answer the following �uestions
https://youtu.be/HEQgB9bN_gM

1 point

To become hungry

To be in good mood

To preserve ones energy

To be aloof from

1 point

To trap wanted criminal with great di�culty

To deal with a person who is more than one's match

To meet with disaster

To catch a dangerous person

1 point

A private end to serve

To fail to arouse interest

To have no result

To work for both sides

1)To keeps one's temper *

2)To catch a tartar *

3)To have an axe to grind *

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/HEQgB9bN_gM&sa=D&ust=1575974613420000&usg=AFQjCNEFp6T7SdVZc0BwifKgDphPduMr7Q


1 point

To listen eagerly

To give false alarm

To turn pale

To keep off starvation

1 point

To �nd some reason to quarrel

To destroy something

To criticise someone

To cut some part of an item

1 point

To be happy, cheerful and healthy

To reduce importance of one's senior

To support the role and view of another person

To do back seat driving

4)To cry wolf *

5)To pick holes *

6)To play second �ddle *



1 point

To refer to

To take for granted

To raise objections

To be discussed

1 point

An unlucky person

A lucky person

An ugly person

A partner who takes no share of the pro�ts

None of these

1 point

A man of no substance

A very active person

A worthy fellow

An unreasonable person

7) To beg the �uestion *

8)A black sheep *

9)A man of straw *



1 point

To see signs of plague epidemic

To get bad small of a bad dead rat

To suspect foul dealings

To be in a bad mood

1 point

To do the right thing

To destroy one's reputation

To announce one's �xed views

Non of the above

1 point

To judge by appearence

To get out of di�culty

To look at one steadily

To oppose with determination

10)To smell a rat *

11)To hit the nail right on the head *

12)To set one's face against *



1 point

to have a high opinion on oneself

to reveal a secret by mistake

to feel very nervous

to enjoy oneself and behave with greater freedom

1 point

to have a di�cult problem that makes one worried

a sad thing that appears suddenly

to complain that someone else has done something wrong to one.

to pretend to be sad about something

1 point

to live happily and successfully

to have an unhappy life, full of problems or unfair treatment

to be easily persuaded by others in believing what they say

Non of the above

13) To be like a cat on hot bricks *

14)To shed crocodile tears *

15)To lead a dog's life *



1 point

to short out the old from the new

to become less shy and more con�dent

to distinguish good people from bad people

Non of the above

1 point

to have a verbal contest with someone

to make an impression on someone

to end a long standing enemity with someone

Non of the above

1 point

a warm and affable person

a person who is observed with suspicion or enemity because of some past misdeed or scandal

a person who spoils a jolly atmosphere

a person who does not practice what he preaches

16)To separate the sheep from the goats *

17)To cross swords with someone *

18) A Wet blanket *



1 point

attempting things which one is not capable of doing

a situation which is extremely di�cult to handle

so big that one can hardly believe it

too conceited

1 point

the beginning of something that will develop into a much greater event

an uncertain or risky situation

a period of unpleasantness, poor health, lack of money etc.

Non of the above

1 point

to look very angry

to deal with something that is unpleasant

to have an expressionless face

Non of the above

19) Too big for one's boots *

20)A thin time *

21)To have a face like thunder *



1 point

to win a race by a short distance

to be shouted at for something one has done

to have a lot of something to deal with.

Non of the above

1 point

a look of despair and dejection

a look of anger or resentment.

a triumphant look

a look of surprise or disbelief

1 point

to feel guilty of doing something wrong

to be afraid of the consequences of one's wrongdoing

to look very pleased with or proud oneself

Non of the above

22) To be up to one's neck in something *

23)A black look *

24) To be like the cat that stole the cream *



1 point

to refuse to listen to others

to make someone realize or understand something

to become close or friendly with someone

Non of the above

1 point

To make completely understand

To ruin oneself

To excite great applause

To overcome someone

THANK YOU

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

25) To open somebody's eyes *

26) To end in smoke *
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